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Know your fish with FishBase and help protect it. 

Responding to consumer hopes for sustainable fish food



Artefacts vs Nature

Contrasting key components of global 
biomass and anthropogenic mass in 
the year 2020 (dry-weight basis).

Source: Elhacham, E., Ben-Uri, L., 
Grozovski, J. et al. Global human-
made mass exceeds all living 
biomass. Nature 588, 442–444 (2020). 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-
3010-5



    

  

   Fossil fuel driven over-exploitation 

Source: Global Fishing Watch, 2016 data, combining long-lining and 
near-coastal bottom trawling in hours fishing per square kilometer



Major studies / events

 The limits to growth,    
 Club of Rome, 1972 

 IPCC reports since      
 2013 humans               
 dominant 

 IPBES 2021 

 UN Water Conference 
 2023
 

 UN Ocean                    
 Conferences 2017/22  
 

 

Scientific evidence ≠ societal change



  
 

Plenty of information



For widespread mobile devices 
 You can first chose your language, otherwise,          

  English is the default.
 You can select a country, here Germany, which        

 downloads all common names of fish species           
 recorded for the country in all languages together     
 with the valid scientific names and synonyms so as  
 to have as good a coverage as possible.

NB The data download 
avoids having to be 
permanently connected 
to the internet, which 
can be costly in some 
countries.



Type a common name 

 Type a common name, e.g. ‘Kabeljau’         

  (cod).

 You are shown the species with ‘Kabeljau’  

  in their name.

 Chose the right one and get the most         

  important information on the first screen.



Key features at first glance 
 Length at first maturity together with average    

 weight and weight range
 Optimum length and estimated weight at that    

  length
 Conservation status according to IUCN Red     

  Lists
 Left scrolling will also produce maximum           

 length recorded – 200 cm total length - and the 
 corresponding weight – almost 83 kg.

 Clicking on ‘See more’ will provide additional    
 explanations, e.g. that fish smaller than those   
 at first maturity should be avoided

 Clicking on the meter above optimum length     
 produces an image explaining types of              
 measurements, e.g. TL = total length



Scrolling down 

 The link on the Red List Status allows to open  
 a browser and get explanations

 The spawning period is indicated when             
 available

 The distribution is provided as narrative

 The ‘More Info’ button prompts to chose a         
 browser in order to connect to the FishBase      
 Species Summary Page

 Scrolling up again, the three vertical dots on     
 top left of the fish picture provide users with a   
 link to the FishBase team to leave a comment.  



Thanks for your attention 
Comments for improvements welcome

More Info:

 www.mundusmaris.org

info@mundusmaris.org
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